
MAKE AN ENTRANCE. 
With The Keep One-Piece Handleset 
from Ageless Iron.

(Denver, CO – November 30, 2020)  One simple way to 

greet guests and create a welcoming entryway this Fall is to 

update your front door hardware. Ageless Iron introduces 

a new handleset that will leave a lasting impression - the 

Keep One-Piece Entry Set. Meticulously crafted from cast 

iron and hand-finished by skilled artisans for unique surface 

textures, this handleset has a crisp black finish that bridges 

both traditional as well as more rustic and contemporary 

designs.

The modern simplicity of the Keep One-Piece Handleset 

creates a strong, welcoming effect on any exterior front door. 

The rectangular backplate with bevel establishes a classic 

feel. Pair it with any Ageless Iron knob or lever combination 

on the interior to bring understated finess to any room.

The hardware is opened by a thumb latch on the exterior 

and by a knob or lever on the interior. On the deadbolt, there 

is a keyed lock cylinder for use on the outside of the door, 

while a thumb turn is used to lock the door on the interior. 

The handleset fits a standard door range: 1-3/4" to 2" thick 

and the installation process for each set is surprisingly easy.
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The Keep One-Piece Handleset is offered as a Complete or Dummy 

Handleset for French or double doors. The entry set includes the 

exterior one-piece grip and plate, deadbolt cylinder, interior plate and 

rosette with knob or lever, matching interior deadbolt plate and thumb-

turn, matching strikeplates and screws, and all necessary mounting 

accessories. .

All Ageless Iron hardware is zinc plated for lasting corrosion protection. 

It is then treated with a powder-coating that has been tested to 12 

months of Florida exposure (AAMA2603.02, 6.6.) and is both UV and 

salt resistant. The result is a robust finish that will last for decades.  

The brand is known for capturing the look and feel of solid bronze at 

an affordable price point, making Ageless Iron a smart choice for 

budget-savvy shoppers. All hardware comes backed with a five-year 

warranty against mechanical and finish defects for added peace of mind.

Visit agelessironhardware.com to see more.


